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Write the following information in the first page of Answer Script before starting answer 

 

ODD SEMESTER EXAMINATION:  2020-21 

Exam ID Number_____________________________ 

Course___________________________    

Semester_______________________ 

Paper Code_________________ 

Paper Title__________________________________ 

Type of Exam: _____________________________  

(Regular/Back/Improvement) 

Important Instruction for students:  

1. Student should write objective and descriptive answer on plain white 
paper.  

2. Give page number in each page starting from 1st page. 
3. After completion of examination, Scan all pages, convert into a single 

PDF, and rename the file with Class Roll No. (2019MBA15) and upload to 
the Google classroom as attachment.  

4. Exam timing from 10am – 1pm (for morning shift).  
5. Question Paper will be uploaded before 10 mins from the schedule time.  
6. Additional 20 mins time will be given for scanning and uploading the 

single PDF file.  

7. Student will be marked as ABSENT if failed to upload the PDF answer 
script due to any reason. 
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REV-01                                                                                                                                                             2021/03 

MSW 

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK 
THIRD SEMESTER 

ENVIRONMENT, LIVELIHOODS & SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

MSW-303A  
Duration :  3 hrs.                                                                                                         Full Marks:  70 

PART-A : Objective 
Time : 20 min.                                                                                                                      Marks : 20 

Choose the correct answer from the following:                                               1×20=20                            
 

 

 

1. As development personnel, you are required to identify the human resources of the 
community. The best strategy of identifying the resources would be: 

 a. Resource Mapping b. Social Mapping 
c. Baseline Survey d. Focus Group Discussion 

 

2. The aptness to enact the undertaking vital in the individual’s lives is _________ capacity. 
 a. Functional b. Cultural 

c. Behavioral d. Technological 
 

3. The following is NOT a common obstacle in the developmental activities: 
 a. Lack of local wisdom. b. Paucity of ample information for Social 

Workers. 
c. Gender stratification in the community. d. All of the above. 

 

4. Overcoming the barriers to community development would need: 
 a. Perpetual work b. Sequestering from stakeholders 

c. A&B d. None of the above 
 

5. Sacred Grooves is an example of __________. 
 a. Traditional Ecological Knowledge b. CPR-Regulated commons 

c. CPR- Open access d. A & B 
 

6. Social Ecology was coined by _______________. 
 a. Ernst Haeker b. Murray Bookchin 

c. Charles Darwin d. None of the above 
 

7. ______________________ is a system of experiential knowledge gained by continual 
observation and transmitted among the members of the community. 

 a. Ecological knowledge b. Traditional Ecological knowledge 
c. Traditional Environmental knowledge d. All of the above 

 

8. The following is not a feature of TEK: 
 a. Methodical transcription. b. Culturally idiosyncratic 

c. Based on the practice that has been in 
placed over hundreds even thousands 
of years in some cases. 

d. A & B 
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9. The following is NOT a principle of Social Ecology: 
 a. Ecological problems cannot be 

understood, much less resolved, 
without facing social issues. 

b. Sociologist believes that things like 
racism, sexism, third world exploitation 
are a product of the same mechanisms 
that cause rainforest deforestation. 

c. Both A & B. d. None of the above. 
 

10. The spasmodic vulnerability to environmental risks and hazards is ___________ 
 a. Environmental Injustice b. Environmental Inequality 

c. Environmental Inequity d. All of the above 
 

11. Resourcefulness is _______ asset of livelihood: 
 a. Human b. Social 

c. Physical d. None of the above 
 

12. The following is not a feature of Common Property Resource: 
 a. Well defined boundaries b. Problem of free riders 

c. Hypothetical in nature d. All of the above 
 

13. National Rural Livelihood Mission is implemented under: 
 a. Ministry of Health and Family Welfare. b. Ministry of Women and Child 

Development. 
c. Ministry of Human Resource 

Development. 

d. Ministry of Rural Development. 

 

14. National Rural Livelihood Mission is a reconstruction program of: 
 a. Integrated Rural Development Program b. Swarnajayanti Grameen Swarojgar 

Yojana 
c. Both a & b d. None of the above. 

 

15. National Urban Livelihood Mission is implemented under: 
 a. Ministry of Family Welfare. b. Ministry of Rural Development. 

c. Ministry of Urban Development. d. None of the above. 
 

16. Beti Bachao Beti Padhao is a program to address: 
 a. Augmentation of Child Sex Ratio. b. Universal access to banking facilities. 

c. Bring about an improvement in the 
general quality of life in the rural areas. 

d. None of the above. 

 

17. “Sustainable Development” was first defined by the Brundland Commission in: 
 a. 1992 b. 1995 

c. 1987 d. None of the above. 
 

18. a. Community development is a strategy of community organization 
b. All community organizer are community development personnel 

 a. Only A is true b. Only B is true 
c. Both A & B are true d. None of the statements are true. 

 

19. ________________ was created by United Nation Development Program. 
 a. Green Gross Domestic Product. b. Happy Planet Index. 

c. Environmental Sustainability Index. d. Human Development Index. 
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20. Happy Planet Index was introduced in ____________ 
 a. 1995 b. 2006 

c. 2000 d. 1990 
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PART-B : Descriptive 
 

Time :  2 hrs. 40 min.                                                                                                    Marks :  50 

 

[ Answer question no.1 & any four (4) from the rest ] 
 

1. Illustrate with appropriate examples the momentousness of 
Traditional Ecological Knowledge in uplifting the sustainable 
livelihood of the people in rural areas. 

10 

    

2. You are implementing a livelihood project in the community but you 
are not able to capitalize the strengths of the people since the people 
are not willing to cooperate with you. 
a) Justify why this inability to capitalize the strengths of the people 

poses to be a snag to your work. 
b) Demonstrate your strategies to capitalize the existing strengths of 

the people for successful implementation of the project 

5+5=10 

    

3. Using all the primary methods of Social Work, outline your strategies 
in using the Common Property Resources in order to enhance the 
sustainable livelihood of the community people. 

10 

    

4. Community support is essential in community development 
activities. As a community worker, how would you intensify the 
community support? Explain with appropriate examples from your 
fieldwork exposure. 

10 

    

5. An industry in Byrnihat is dumping its waste in the river which 
causes water pollution and making the river unfit to use. Using the 
method of Social Welfare administration, develop certain policies 
which will help to overcome this issue. 

10 

    

6. Critically analyze the challenges you might encounter while 
implementing NRLM if you have to start implementing in the 
community which you have been placed for fieldwork during your 
first semester. 

10 

    

7. Sanitation is a sub theme of the CSD indicators of sustainable 
development. As a community development personnel, determine 
how would you implement Swachh Bharat Mission in order to 
improve the sanitation facilities in the community? Explain with 
appropriate examples. 

10 

    

8. As community development personnel, what will be your roles in the 
disaster preparedness of an earthquake prone area? 

 
10 
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